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Upgrading and deep processing of heavy natural and artificial hydrocarbon mixes is a serious

technological problem. Such countries as Canada, Kazakhstan, Russia, USA, and Venezuela are

extremely rich with heavy hydrocarbon reserves such as heavy oil or btumen, the giant Athabaska oil

sand deposits. Commercial development of these resources has a global strategic importance. However,

the presently applied classic thennocatalytic processing technology of bitumen and heavy oil has several

serious technological problems is haraped further development of these fields because:

Produced bitumen extracts and/or oginal heavy crudeoll are poorly flowing substances and

can not be directly transported through pipelines - most effective transportation systems. They must be

physically (using diluent) and/ or chemically (by cracking) transformed into moveable substances. Non-

upgraded bitumen extract and originally heavy crude are of low market value and also cannot be

processed by majority existing refineries even in the countries of developed oil industry. When refined,

non-upgraded bitumen extracts and heavy crude produces relatively small amounts of market valuable

and satisfying environmental requirement products.

Methods for oil feedstock radiation-induced conversion developed by the authors of the paper

are based on original experiments on radiation processing of heavy and high-viscous oil, refining

'due, heavy oil, ol product wastes, etc.

Our analyls shows that radiation technology of hdrocarbon processing with its low capital and

operational costs that several times lower than those for a conventional refinery, shall allow

economically, technologically and environmentally overcoming noted problems by the most effective

way. In this paper we discuss only applications of oil radiation processing for solution of transportation

and refining problems of heavy oil cude and bitumen ex-tract. Numerous laboratory experiments have

demonstrated the reliability of radiation methods and readiness of their application on an industrial

scale.


